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ABSTRACT 
MapReduce is a parallel data processing paradigm oriented to 
process large volumes of information in data-intensive 
applications, such as Big Data environments. A characteristic of 
these applications is that they can have different data sources and 
data formats. For these reasons, the inputs could contain some 
poor quality data that could produce a failure if the program 
functionality does not handle properly the variety of input data. 
The output of these programs is obtained from a number of input 
transformations that represent the program logic. This paper 
proposes the testing technique called MRFlow that is based on 
data flow test criteria and oriented to transformations analysis 
between the input and the output in order to detect defects in 
MapReduce programs. MRFlow is applied over some 
MapReduce programs and detects several defects. 
Categories and Subject Descriptors 
D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program Verification – 
Validation 
General Terms 
Reliability, Verification. 
Keywords 
Software Testing, Data Flow Testing, MapReduce programs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The MapReduce paradigm [11] is based on the "divide and 
conquer" principle, which is the breaking down (Map) of a large 
problem into several sub-problems (Reduce). MapReduce is used 
in Big Data and Cloud Computing to process large data. The unit 
of program information is a <key, value> pair, where the value 
has data relative to the sub-problem identified by the key. The 
program output is the result of a series of transformations about 
the input information stored in the <key, value> pairs. 
The quality in MapReduce programs is important due to their use 
in critical sectors, like health (ADN alignment [27]) or security 
(image processing in ballistics [17]). Software testing is one of 
the industrial practices most used to ensure quality. In recent 
years testing technique research has advanced [6], but few efforts 
have been focused on massive data processing like MapReduce 
[8]. These paradigms have new challenges in the field of testing 
[23][21][29], and some authors [15][26] estimate respectively 
that 3% and 1.38%-33.11% of MapReduce programs do not 
finish. Another MapReduce issue is that in some scenarios the 
developers create several subprograms with a few 
transformations instead of creating one program [26]. In these 
scenarios, the subprograms take more resources and 
underperform in comparison with a whole program. 
On the other hand, a study about the MapReduce field has 
discovered that 84.5% of faults are due to data processing [19]. 
In order to detect these defects, this paper proposes a testing 
technique that analyzes the program transformations which could 
produce the failures. The testing technique named MRFlow 
(MapReduce data Flow) is based on data flow test criteria [25]. 
The program functionality is represented by means of program 
transformations, and then the test cases are derived from these 
transformations in order to test the functionality. Firstly, a 
program graph is elaborated with information about the program 
transformations, then the paths under test are extracted 
representing the transformations, and finally each path under test 
is tested with different data (empty, not empty, valid, non-valid, 
with emission of result and without emission of result). The main 
contributions of this paper are (1) a testing technique specifically 
tailored to test MapReduce programs in order to detect defects, 
and (2) the application over two popular case studies. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the MapReduce 
paradigm, data flow test criteria and the related work are 
summarized in Section 2. Next, Section 3 describes the MRFlow 
testing technique, the elaboration of the graph in Subsection 3.1 
and the derivation of test cases in Subsection 3.2. In Section 4 
MRFlow is applied to two programs and reveals some defects. 
Finally, Section 5 contains the conclusions. 
2. BACKGROUND 
The MRFlow testing technique is based on data flow criteria that 
analyze the evolution of variables in MapReduce programs. In 
Subsection 2.1 the MapReduce paradigm is summarized, data 
flow test criteria basis is in Subsection 2.2, and the related work 
is described in Subsection 2.3. 
2.1 MapReduce 
The MapReduce paradigm solves a problem by splitting it into 
sub-problems that can run in parallel. Fundamentally, 
MapReduce has two functions: Map that splits the problem into 
sub-problems, and Reduce which solves each sub-problem. Both 
 
 
 
functions handle <key, value> pairs, where key is the identifier 
of each sub-problem and the value corresponds to some data 
relative to that sub-problem. The Map function receives the data 
input and emits a <key, value> pair, then the Reduce function 
receives <key, list(values)> pairs that contain all the information 
about each sub-problem, and finally solves it with a <key, value> 
pairs. 
Consider as an example a program that counts the number of 
occurrences of each word in a text. This problem is divided into 
as many sub-problems as there are different words, then each 
sub-problem only counts the occurrences of one word and the key 
is that word. The goal of the program is to count, so the value 
should contain information relative to the counting of the word, 
then the value contains a number of occurrences. For example, if 
the input texts are “hi Hadoop” and “hi”, the Map function emits 
<hi, 1>, <Hadoop, 1> and <hi, 1>. Then there are two sub-
problems, so the Reduce function receives <Hadoop, 1> and 
<hi, [1,1]> and emits <Hadoop, 1>, <hi, 2> which is the 
number of occurrences of each word in the texts. 
The MapReduce programs are often used in Big Data programs 
[28], which process large data (Volume), with a necessary 
performance (Velocity) and with different types of data, data 
from different sources, and data without apparently a data model 
such as for example emails or videos (Variety). To handle this 
data a parallel and fault tolerant infrastructure is necessary, for 
this reason typically the MapReduce programs run over 
frameworks, excelling Hadoop [1] due to its impact on 
corporations [2]. 
2.2 Data Flow Test Criteria 
The goal of data flow test criteria is to derive tests through the 
analysis of program variables. Several testing techniques are 
based on data flow, for example to test web applications through 
the analysis of state variables [5]. Data flow is a structure testing 
technique [4] created from the program P. A control flow graph 
G(P) is created from the program, where the edges represent each 
statement, and the vertices indicate the following possible 
statements. In addition to the graph, the definition and uses of 
every variable are determined [25]. In a node n∈N, when a value 
is assigned to the variable v∈V, the variable v is defined and the 
representation is DEF(v,n). If the variable v is in a predicate of a 
condition (i.e., if (v)), then the representation is P-USE(v,n), and 
in other uses of v the representation is C-USE(v,n). For example, 
in the statement a = b+1, a is defined and b is used. 
2.3 Related Work 
Several testing approaches exist over the MapReduce programs, 
but most of them are focused on testing the performance 
[16][14][9] and few are oriented to testing the functionality, that 
is the goal of this paper. A classification of testing in Big Data is 
proposed by Gudipati et al. [13]. On this point Camargo et al. [7] 
and Morán et al. [22] elaborate a classification of defects, and 
Csallner et al. [10] test one defect automatically based on a 
symbolic execution framework. Another defect can be detected in 
compilation time by Dörre et al. [12]. In order to create test 
inputs, Mattos [20] develops a bacteriological algorithm 
supported by a function created by the tester, and Li et al. [18] 
design a test framework which validates the large database 
procedures. Our paper is different from other studies in the sense 
that it obtains the test cases from the program transformations 
systematically. 
3. MRFLOW TESTING TECHNIQUE 
The MapReduce program logic is represented by the 
transformations of keys and values into the program output. In 
these transformations, the keys and values can be transformed 
into one variable, this variable can be transformed into another, 
and so on until the final output. 
Usual data flow test criteria like "all-du-paths" analyzes the 
definitions and uses of each variable, but does not consider the 
transformations between variables in enough degree of detail. In 
this sense, the testing technique proposed (MRFlow) analyzes the 
transformations from keys and values. This paper focuses on the 
Reduce function because it has a large part of the program 
functionality, but it can also be applied over the Map function 
because both handle key and values. Subsection 3.1 describes the 
elaboration of the graph, and the derivation of the test is detailed 
in Subsection 3.2. 
3.1 Elaboration of MRFlow Graph 
In the MRFlow graph, the statements of the program are in the 
nodes and each edge represents the next potential statement. In 
this graph, as described below, each node also contains 
information about the uses of variables coming from 
transformations, definition of key/values, and the output. 
USE nodes: It contains only the use of a variable var coming 
from a key/value transformation. A transformation occurs when a 
variable is formed by information coming from key, part of key, 
all/part of values, a unique value or combinations of the above. A 
sequence of these elements of keys and values is labeled in the 
node and represents a transformation between the input 
key/values variable and another variable. 
Given a variable var, a statement n and a transformation seq, P-
USE-TRANS(var, n, seq) is defined when variable var is used in 
the conditional statement n and comes from a transformation seq; 
and C-USE-TRANS(var, n, seq) when var is used in a non-
conditional statement. The seq label contains the transformation 
of var in a sequence of key/values with conjunction  and 
disjunction  connectors. The conjunction connector indicates 
that a transformation exists with both elements of the sequence, 
and the disjunction connector indicates that several 
transformations exist, one for each part of the sequence. For 
example, P-USE-TRANS(var, 6, (key  value)  key) means that 
the variable var is used in the conditional statement 6 with two 
possible transformations, one is formed by the key and value, and 
the other only by the key. Because the transformation can be 
formed by parts of key/values, the seq sequence uses the 
following expressions: 
 Key transformations: 
- [K]: Transformation over the whole key. For example: var 
= key, or var = key.length(). 
- Ki: Transformation over the part i of key. Sometimes the 
key is composed of several elements. For example if the 
program should obtain the counting of every word in 
every year, the key is the compound of word and year. A 
transformation that involves the key part "word" (Kword) 
could be: var = getWord(key). 
Figure 1. MRFlow graph of WordCount program. 
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0  Reduce (Key key, List values){
1    sum = 0;
2    while (values.hasNext()){
3       sum += values.next();
4    }
5    emit(key, sum);
6  }
0 DEF-K(key, 0)   DEF-V(values, 0)
P-USE-TRANS(values, 2, [V])
EMIT({key}, {sum}, 5)
C-USE-TRANS(key, 5, [K])
C-USE-TRANS(sum, 5, [V])
C-USE-TRANS(values, 3, [V])
1
2
5 3
 Values transformations: 
- [V]: Transformation over several values. For example: 
var = values[0] + values[1]. 
- V: Transformation over one value. For example: var = 
values.next(). 
 Values transformations with categories: The Reduce function 
could receive several values of a different nature and handle 
them in a different way. Such different values are considered 
a category and could come from different Map functions, a 
different data source or contain very different information. 
For example, a SPAM detector that receives several types of 
messages as a values (sms and email) has two categories: 
V:sms and V:email. The character of the sms and email, and 
the processing in the program is very different, so there are 
two categories. 
- [V:cat]: Transformation over several values of cat 
category. For example, the statement var = values[0] + 
values[1] could be a [V] transformation, but if values[0] 
and values[1] are from category sms, then the 
transformation is [V:sms]. 
- V:cat: Transformation over one value of cat category. 
For example: if(isSms(values[0])) var = values[0]. 
DEF nodes: It contains the assignation of new content in the 
input key or in the list of values. Given a variable var and a 
statement n, DEF-K(var, n) is defined when new content is 
assigned to the variable var in the statement n, and var is the 
input key variable. DEF-V(var, n) is defined when var is the input 
list(values) variable. 
Emit Nodes: The Reduce output is emitted by a special statement 
in <key, value> pairs. Given the variables {k1,k2,…km}, the 
variables {v1,v2,…,vp} and a statement n, EMIT({k1,k2,…km}, 
{v1,v2,…,vp}, n) is defined when the n emits a <key, value> pair, 
the key is created by the variables {k1,k2,…km}, and the value by 
{v1,v2,…,vp}. 
As an example consider the Reduce function of Wordcount 
program [3] that counts the occurrences of each word. Figure 1 
illustrates the MRFlow graph. The Reduce function receives a 
word as a key, and a list of numbers of occurrence as values, for 
instance <hello, [1,1,1]> means that the word “hello” has 3 
occurrences in the text. In this program, the variables key, values 
and sum come from a transformation of key/values input 
variables. If the statement 3 is reached the values variable is 
transformed into sum by the addition of all values [V], but in 
other cases values is not transformed. The graph contains in node 
0 the definition of key and values. The node 1 is empty because 
the sum variable is not created from key/values at this point. The 
node 2 contains a conditional statement of values variable. In 
node 3 there is a transformation of values in sum, and finally in 
node 5 the output, which contains key and sum, is emitted. The 
program does not combine key and values in any variable, and 
each value only represents the number of occurrences, so the 
program has neither categories nor connectors in the sequence of 
transformation (seq label). 
3.2 Derivation of Test Cases 
The goal of MRFlow is to derive tests in order to analyze the 
different key/value transformations with or without categories. In 
MRFlow graph, the paths under test start in definition of 
key/value and finish in each possible last transformation of such 
variables. Unlike data flow test criteria where each path is 
covered by a test case, in MRFlow for each path under test 
several situations to be covered (test coverage items) are defined 
and represent the transformations which are the goal of the test 
cases. Then the test cases are designed to cover the test coverage 
items in the path under test. 
Transformation paths (tp): The paths under test, called 
transformation paths (tp), are extracted from transformations 
between input and output in MRFlow graph. One tp is created 
between each DEF-K/DEF-V node and C-USE-TRANS/P-USE-
TRANS of each last transformation of key or list(values). In the 
case of DEF-K/DEF-V to P-USE-TRANS(var, n, seq), instead of 
creating one tp, several tp are created following all of the next 
nodes after the conditional statement n, as in other data flow test 
criteria [25]. For example, the transformations and tp of 
WordCount [3] program are represented in Figure 2. The 
program has 5 tp obtained from the transformation between 
values and sum (tp1), the non-existence of values transformations 
(tp2, tp3 and tp4) and the non-existence of key transformations 
(tp5). The values variable is defined in node 0 and the last 
transformations are sum and values depending on whether 
statement 3 is reached or not. The sequence of transformation 
(seq label) between values and sum is [V] because it involves all 
values. In the case of key there is no transformation, so key is the 
last transformation. Finally, the transformation paths are obtained 
between DEF-K/DEF-V and C-USE-TRANS/P-USE-TRANS of 
last transformations. In the case of P-USE-TRANS like P-USE-
TRANS(values, 2, [V]), one tp is created following the next nodes 
after node 2, that is node 3 (tp2) and node 5 (tp3). 
Test coverage items: Each tp represents the transformations and 
the uses of transformation variables. Depending on the type of 
transformation (key, part of key, values, value or combination) 
Figure 2. Example of transformation paths (tp) in WordCount program. 
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Values
[V]
sum
DEF-V
KeyDEF-K
C-USE-TRANS(sum, 5, [V]) tp1: 0→…→3→…→5→…
C-USE-TRANS(key, 5, [K]) tp5: 0→...→5→...
Values
P-USE-TRANS(values, 2, [V])
tp3: 0→...→2→5→...
tp2: 0→...→2→3→...
C-USE-TRANS(values, 3, [V]) tp4: 0→...→3→...
tp
tp
5
30
3
5
2
3
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several situations have to be tested. These situations (test 
coverage items) are usual in these types of programs and for each 
tp are defined next: 
 Existence of information: tp created with empty data or non-
empty data. Depending on the type of transformation (seq 
label in MRFlow graph) can occur: 
- If tp contains [V]: for each category cat, the 
transformation is created with cat data, or without cat 
data. 
- If tp contains [K]: the transformation is created with data 
in all key, or with empty data for each part of key. 
 Validation: tp created with valid data or non-valid data. 
Depending on the type of transformation (seq label in 
MRFlow graph) can occur: 
- If tp contains [V]: for each category cat, the 
transformation is created with valid cat data, or non-valid 
cat data. 
- If tp contains [K]: the transformation is created with valid 
data in all key, or with non-valid data for each part of key. 
 Output: tp reaches EMIT node or not. 
Consider the Reduce function in the WordCount example (Figure 
1). The test cases are designed in order to cover the test coverage 
items in each tp. For example, the test coverage items in all tp: 
"transformation with non-empty data", "with valid data" and 
"with output emission", can be covered by a test case with 
Reduce input <hi, [1,1]> which means that the word "hi" is 
repeated twice. In order to cover the other test coverage items 
(transformation with non-valid key, with empty values, and so 
on), new test cases have to be created, but it is possible that some 
test coverage items cannot be covered, as for example 
"Transformation without output emission" in all tp of WordCount 
because the EMIT node is always reached. 
4. CASE STUDIES 
In order to explore the applicability of the testing technique, 
MRFlow is applied over two popular programs: WordCount [3] 
which counts the occurrences of each word in a text, and 
IPCountry [24] which counts the number of IPs (Internet 
Protocol addresses) in each country. The goal of both programs is 
to count elements represented by the key. Further, in both 
programs the value is a list of numbers and the functionality 
consists of adding the elements of the lists. In WordCount the key 
is each word and the value represents the occurrence of the word, 
and in IPCountry the key is each country and the value represents 
the existence of IPs associated with the country. 
For each program an MRFlow graph is created, from which the tp 
are extracted, then the test coverage items are derived, and finally 
the test case is created. The information of each step is 
summarized in Table 1, and in brackets is the information relative 
to the key transformations and values transformations. The first 
part focuses on the MRFlow graph, the second part summarizes 
 
Table 1. Summary of program features and test results 
 WordCount (Reduce) IPContry (Reduce) 
Number of transformations 3 (Key:1, Values:2) 3 (Key:1, Values:2) 
DEF-K/DEF-V nodes 2 (Key:1, Values:1) 2 (Key:1, Values:1) 
C-USE-TRANS nodes 3 (Key:1, Values:2) 5 (Key:2, Values:3) 
P-USE-TRANS nodes 1 (Key:0, Values:1) 1 (Key:0, Values:1) 
EMIT nodes 1 2 
Transformation paths (tp) 5 (Key:1, Values:4) 6 (Key:2, Values:4) 
Test coverage items 30 (Key:6, Values: 24) 30 (Key:6, Values:24) 
Number of test cases 2 2 
Test coverage items covered 16 (Key:4, Values:12) 16 (Key:4, Values:12) 
Test coverage items not covered 14 (Key:2, Values:12) 14 (Key:2, Values:12) 
 
the test coverage items, and in the third part the test case results 
are described. In the MRFlow graph of both programs, the <key, 
list(value)> input variables has one definition and the program 
contains 3 transformations: transformation of values into another 
variable, no values transformation and no key transformation. 
Then the C-USE-TRANS/P-USE-TRANS are created from these 
variables: 1 P-USE-TRANS in each program, 3 C-USE-TRANS in 
WordCount and 5 in IPCountry. In the graph, finally, the EMIT 
nodes are created from each emission statement. 
From the above graph, the transformation paths (tp) are obtained, 
and then for each tp the test coverage items are derived. The 
Wordcount has 5 tp and IPCountry has 6 tp, but in both cases 
there are 30 test coverage items. 
It is not possible to cover 14 of the test coverage items due to 
some program constraints such as it is impossible to create values 
with empty content, the node EMIT is always reached, and so on. 
The rest of the test coverage items, 16, are covered with two test 
cases: <hi, [1,1]> and <hello,, [1,1]> (hello with a comma) for 
WordCount, and <Spain, [1,1,1]> and <###, [1,1,1]> for 
IPCountry. 
The test cases detect two defects because of the non-validation of 
key. If WordCount program receives "hello, hello, hello", the 
expected output is hello:3, but the real output is hello:1, hello,:2 
because the Reduce function receives an invalid key "hello," that 
is not a word. In IPCountry the program fails when it receives a 
non-country as key, for example Reduce receives <###, [1,1,1]> 
in the test case and the expected output is nothing because "###" 
can be an unexpected log/exceptional data but it is not a country. 
The two defects found in the programs are caused by the non-
validation of input data together with exceptional/non-valid data. 
In these two programs, MRFlow allows to test the functionality 
with a few test cases that cover many test coverage items. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The MapReduce development and programs contain 
characteristic defects such as the incorrect validation or incorrect 
processing of different types of data. These defects produce a 
failure when the key or the values contain some data that is not 
correctly processed in the MapReduce programs. In this work, 
the testing technique MRFlow is introduced in order to test the 
MapReduce programs. MRFlow is based on data flow test criteria 
and analyzes the program transformations under several 
situations to cover. This testing technique is applied over two 
popular programs and with two test cases covers several 
situations in the transformations which reveal one defect in each 
program. The faults are caused by the non-validation of key, but 
MRFlow in other programs could detect other defects relative to 
the transformations of keys and values. 
As future work we plan to apply MRFlow in more programs and 
to automate the technique in areas such as test coverage items, 
the execution of test cases, the derivation of test cases or the 
graph on which these test cases are derived. 
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